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Power: Why Some People Have It and Others Don'tHarper Perennial, 2010

	“Pfeffer [blends] academic rigor and practical genius into wonderfully readable text. The leading thinker on the topic of power, Pfeffer here distills his wisdom into an indispensable guide.”...
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Igniting Innovation: The Tata WayHarper Perennial, 2019

	Founded by Jamsetji Tata in 1868, the Tata group is a global enterprise, headquartered in India, comprising thirty companies across ten clusters. The group operates in more than 100 countries across six continents. What does the Tata group do to encourage and enhance innovation in these companies that are well established and also several other...
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Sea People: The Puzzle of PolynesiaHarper Perennial, 2019

	
		A blend of Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs, and Steel and Simon Winchester’s Pacific, a thrilling intellectual detective story that looks deep into the past to uncover who first settled the islands of the remote Pacific, where they came from, how they got there, and how we know.

		

		For more...
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The Enchanted Hour: The Miraculous Power of Reading Aloud in the Age of DistractionHarper Perennial, 2019

	
		A Wall Street Journal writer’s conversation-changing look at how reading aloud makes adults and children smarter, happier, healthier, more successful and more closely attached, even as technology pulls in the other direction.

		

		A miraculous alchemy occurs when one person reads to another, transforming...
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Recalculating: Navigate Your Career Through the Changing World of WorkHarper Perennial, 2021

	
		A leading workplace expert provides an inspirational, practical, and forward-looking career playbook for recent grads, career changers, and transitioning professionals looking to thrive in today’s rapidly evolving workplace.

	
		Covid-19 has heightened career uncertainty in a work landscape dominated...
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Power Moms: How Executive Mothers Navigate Work and LifeHarper Perennial, 2021

	
		A retired Wall Street Journal editor and mother compares two generations of women—boomers and GenXers—to examine how each navigates the emotional and professional challenges involved in juggling managerial careers and families.

		

		For the first time in American history, a...
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Skip the Line: The 10,000 Experiments Rule and Other Surprising Advice for Reaching Your GoalsHarper Perennial, 2021

	
		The entrepreneur, angel investor, and bestselling author of Choose Yourself busts the 10,000-hour rule of achieving mastery, offering a new mindset and dozens of techniques that will inspire any professional—no matter their age or managerial level—to pursue their passions and quickly acquire the skills...
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Light in the Darkness: Black Holes, the Universe, and UsHarper Perennial, 2022

	
		The International Bestseller

	
		On April 10, 2019, award-winning astrophysicist Heino Falcke presented the first image ever captured of a black hole at an international press conference—a turning point in astronomy that Science magazine called the scientific breakthrough of the year. That photo was...
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